A collection of requirements to the General Relativity that follow from the WMAP observations of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation anisotropy as an inertial frame are discussed. These obligations include the separation of both the CMB frame from the diffeomorphisms and the diffeoinvariant cosmic evolution from the local scalar metric component in the manner compatible with the canonical Hamiltonian approach to the Einstein-Hilbert theory with the energy constraints. The solution of these constraints in classical and quantum theories and a fit of units of measurements are discussed in the light of the last Supernovae data.
Introduction
Measurement of the dipole component of Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation temperature T 0 (θ) = T 0 [1 + (β/c) cos θ], where β = 390 ± 30 km/s, [1] testifies to motion of the Earth to the Leo with the velocity | v|= 390± 30 km/s with respect to CMB, where 30 km/s rejects the copernican annual motion of the Earth around the Sun, and 390 km/s to the Leo is treated as the parameter of the Lorentz transformation from the the Earth frame to the CMB frame. The CMB frame can be identified with the comoving inertial frame of the Early Universe created at zero moment of its proper time, if the CMB is considered as the evidence of such the creation.
This relativistic treatment of the observational data produces the definite questions to the General Theory of Relativity and the modern cosmological models destined for description of the processes of origin of the Universe and its evolution:
1. How can separate the CMB frame from the general coordinate transformations? 2. How can separate the cosmic evolution from a dynamics of the local scalar component in the CMB reference frame?
3. What are the requirements of the CMB data description to the canonical approach to the General Relativity and the Standard Model including the Vacuum Postulate?
In this paper, we try to get the possible responses to these issues that follow from the principles of General Theory of Relativity and Quantum Field Theory, in order to clear up restrictions of the cosmic motion of the Universe in both the Minkowski space of events and in the Wheeler-DeWitt field space of events [2] .
We show how these responses can help to clear up the origin of CMB and to explain the energetical budget of our Universe.
Canonical General Relativity

The Fock separation of the frame transformations from diffeomorphisms
Recall that the Einstein-Hilbert theory of gravitation is given by two fundamental quantities, they are a geometric interval ds
and the dynamic Hilbert action
where
, G is the Newton constant in the unitsh = c = 1, L (M) is the Lagrangian of the matter fields. This action is clearly dependent on the collection of fields and metric F = [ f , g]. These fundamental quantities (1) and (2) are invariant with respect to action of general coordinate transformations, known widely as diffeomorphisms
Separation of the diffeomorphisms from the Lorentz transformations in GR is fulfilled by introduction of a square root of the interval [3] 
where ω (α) are linear differential forms invariant with respect to action of diffeomorphisms
These forms are treated as components of an orthogonal simplex of reference with the following Lorentz transformations
There is an essential difference between diffeomorphisms (3) and the Lorentz transformations (5). Namely, parameters of the Lorentz transformations (5) are measurable quantities, while parameters of diffeomorphisms (3) are unmeasurable one. Especially, the simplex components ω (α) in the Earth frame moving with respect to Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) radiation with the velocity | v|= 390 km/s to the Leo are connected with the simplex components in the CMB frame ω by the following formulae
where the velocities v are measured [1] by the the modulus of the dipole component of CMB temperature
and its direction at the space 1 .
The Dirac -ADM canonical General Theory of Relativity in the CMB frame
The problem of the choice of a specific frame destined for description of evolution of the Universe in GR was formulated by Dirac and Arnovitt, Deser and Misner [4] as 3+1 foliated space-time (see also [5] ). This foliation can be rewritten in terms of the Fock simplex components as follows
where triads e (a)i form the spatial metrics with det |e| = 1, N d is the Dirac lapse function, N k is the shift vector and ψ is a determinant of the spatial metric. 1 The invariance of the action with respect to frame transformations means that there are integrals of motion (the first Noether theorem [6] ); while the invariance of the action with respect to diffeomorphisms leads to the Gauss type constraints between the motion integrals (the second Noether theorem [6] ). These constraints are derived in a specific frame of reference to the initial data. The constraints mean that only a part of metric components becomes degrees of freedom with the initial data. Another part corresponds to the diffeo-invariant static potentials that does not have initial data because their equations contain the Beltrami-Laplace operator. And the third part of metric components after the resolution of constraints becomes diffeo-invariant non-dynamical variables that can be excluded by the gauge-constraints [4] like the longitudinal fields in Quantum Electrodynamics [7] .
In this case, the accepted canonical Dirac -ADM approach [4] to GR is given by the action (2) in the Hamiltonian form
, P f ) is the set of canonical momenta including the metric component ones
and
is a sum of the constraints with the Lagrangian multipliers, including three first class constraints
are the coefficients of the spin-connection (see [8] Eq. (98.9)), and four the second class ones [4] 
It is not difficult to check that the last constraints, i.e. the zero momentum of the spatial volume element
means the minimal hypersurface of imbedding of the three-dimensional manifold into four-dimensional space-time, and these constraints lead to the Hamiltonian density 4, 6, 8, 12 
is the Beltrami-Laplace operator, γ (ab) is a spatial metric,
∂ k , and T I is partial Hamiltonian density marked by the index I running a collection of values I = 0 (stiff), 4 (radiation), 6 (mass), 8 (curvature), 12 (Λ-term) in accordance with a type of matter field contributions, particularly for metric components these densities take the following form [9] 
is a spatial curvature.
The Lichnerowicz variables and relative units of the dilaton gravitation
The dependence on the energy momentum tensors (17) on the spatial determinant potential ψ is completely determined by the Lichnerowicz (L) transformation to the conformal variables
where F (n) is any field with the one of conformal weights (n): n scalar = 1, n spinor = 3/2, n vector = 0. One can say that the manifest dependence on the energy density T d on the spacial determinant ψ in the expression (8) is equivalent to a choice the L-coordinates (22) ω
and L-variables (23), (24) as observable ones. The L-observables are physically equivalent with the case when the field with the mass m = m 0 ψ 2 is contained in space-time distinguished by the unit spatial metric determinant and the volume element
In terms of the L-variables and L-coordinates ϕ 0 ψ 2 = w the Hilbert action of classical theory of gravitation (2) is formally the same as the action of the dilaton gravitation (DG) [10] 
whereĝ w = w 2 g and w is the dilaton scalar field. This action is invariant with respect to the scale transformations
One can see that there is a transformation Ω = w ϕ 0 (28) converting the dilaton action (26) into the Hilbert one (2). In this manner, the CMB frame reveals the possibility to choose the units of measurements in the canonical GR.
The Newton law
The ψ-independence of L-variables are compatible with the Newton law and the cosmological dependence of the energy density on the scale factor a in the homogeneous approximation ψ 2 → a. The Newton law is determined by the energy constraints (17) and the equation of motion of the spatial determinant that, in the case of the minimal surface constraints (16) , take the potential form
It is not embarrassing to check that in a region of the empty space, where two dynamic variables are absent e (a)k = δ (a)k (i.e. T I = 0), one can get the Schwarzschild-type solution of equations (17) and (29) in the form
where r g is the constant of the integration given by the boundary conditions. The question arises: Where is the Hubble evolution in the canonical GR?
Global energy constraint and dimension of diffeomorphisms (3L + 1G 4L)
The Dirac -ADM approach to the Einstein-Hilbert theory [7] states that five components ψ, N d , N k are treated as potentials satisfying the Laplace type equations in curved space without the initial data, three components are excluded by the gauge constraints
, and only two rest transverse gravitons are considered as independent degrees of freedom satisfying the d'Alambert type equations with the initial data. This Dirac -ADM classification is not compatible with both the cosmological observations including the last CMB data and the group of general coordinate transformations that conserves a family of constant coordinate time hypersurfaces x 0 = const. The group of these transformations, known as kinemetric subgroup [5] , contains only homogeneous reparameterizations of the coordinate evolution parameter (x 0 ) and three local transformations of the spatial coordinates:
This means that dimension of the kinemetric subgroup of diffeomorphisms (three local functions and one global one) does not coincide with the dimension of the constraints in the canonical approach to the classical theory of gravitation that remove four local variables (the law 3L + 1G 4L).
The kinemetric subgroup (31) essentially simplifies the solution of the energy constraint (17), if the homogeneous variable is extracted from the the determinant
with the additional constraints
According to the definition of all measurable quantities as diffeo-invariants [11] , in finite space-time the non diffeo-invariant quantity (31) (x 0 ) is not measurable. Wheeler and DeWitt [2] draw attention that in this case evolution of a universe in GR lies in full analogy with a relativistic particle given by the action
in the Minkowski space of events [X 0 |X k ] and the interval ds = e p dτ, because both the actions (34) in SR and (8) in GR are invariant with respect to reparametrizations of the coordinate evolution parameters τ → τ = τ(τ) and x 0 → x 0 = x 0 (x 0 ), respectively. In any relativistic theory given by an action and a geometrical interval [12] 
This definition is consistent with action of GR obtained after the extraction of the d-time (32) [9, 13, 14]
where S[ϕ| F] is the action (2) in terms of metrics g, where ϕ 0 is replaced by the running scale ϕ(x 0 ) = ϕ 0 a(x 0 ) of all masses of the matter fields. The action (36) leads to the energy constraints
3. Canonical cosmic evolution in the field space of events 3.1. The Wheeler -DeWitt universe -particle correspondence Table 1 : The Universe-particle correspondence [9, 14] . N o concepts universe particle
energy of events
secondary quantization
the stable vacuum state
According to the Wheeler -DeWitt [2] there is the universe -particle correspondence given in the [15, 16] . This QFT experience illustrates the possibility to solve the problems of the quantum origin of all matter fields in the Early Universe, its evolution, and the present-day energy budget [9, 17, 18] . In order to use this possibility, one should impose a set of requirements on the cosmic motion in the field space of events that follow from the general principles of QFT.
CMB requirements to the canonical cosmological perturbation theory
The QFT experience supposes that the action (36) can be represented in the canonical Hamiltonian form like (8)
However, the acceptable cosmological perturbation theory [19, 20, 13] is not compatible with the Hamiltonian formulation (38) , because of after the separation of cosmological scale factor in the common accept cosmological perturbation theory the number of variables does not coincide with the number of variables in GR [14] . In this case, the energy constraint (37) takes the form of the Friedmann equation
and the algebraic equation for the diffeo-invariant lapse function
We see that the energy constraint (37) removes only one global momentum P ϕ in accord to the dimension of the kinemetric diffeomorphisms (31) that is consistent with the second Noether theorem. One can find the evolution of all field variables F(ϕ, x i ) with respect to ϕ by variation of the "reduced" action 
where T d is given by equations of the type of (17) and (19) and Thus, the explanation of the quantum origin of the Universe in GR (Table 2. 1.) and its matter in the framework of the canonical GR is not compatible with the frame free cosmology (Table 2. 2.), the Planck's initial data at the Early Universe (Table 2. 3.) and the scalar component dynamics (Table 2 .8.) considered as the basis of the Inflationary model [22] .
First of all one should check the correspondence of the canonical GR with both the QFT in the flat space-time and the classical Newton theory.
Test I. The QFT limits and SN data
The correspondence principle [21] as the low-energy expansion of the "reduced action" (41) over the field density T s
gives the following sum:
is the reduced cosmological action (41), and
is the standard field action in terms of the conformal time: dη = dϕ ρ 0 (ϕ) , in the conformal flat spacetime with running masses m(η) = a(η)m 0 . This expansion shows that the Hamiltonian approach to the General Theory of Relativity in terms of the Lichnerowicz scale-invariant variables (55) identifies the "conformal quantities" with the observable ones including the conformal time dη, instead of dt = a(η)dη, the coordinate distance r, instead of the Friedmann one R = a(η)r, and the conformal temperature T c = Ta(η), instead of the standard one T. Therefore, the scale-invariant variables distinguish the conformal cosmology (CC) [29, 30] , instead of the standard cosmology (SC). In this case, the red shift of the wave lengths of the photons emitted at the time η 0 − r by atoms on a cosmic object in the comparison with the Earth ones emitted at emitted at the time η 0 , where r is the distance between the Earth and the object:
This red shift can be explained by the running masses m = a(η)m 0 in action (47). In this case, the Schrödinger wave equation
can be converted by the substitution r = R a(η)
,
the standard Schrödinger wave equation with the constant mass the arrow of time
It is not 7.
Kinetic perturbations
vacuum postulate vacuum exist vacuum not exist 10. Potential perturbations [23, 24, 25] . The points include 42 high-redshift Type Ia supernovae [26] and the reported farthest supernova SN1997ff [27] . The best fit to these data requires a cosmological constant Ω Λ = 0.7, Ω CDM = 0.3 in the case of SC, whereas in CC these data are consistent with the dominance of the rigid (stiff) state. The Hubble Scope Space Telescope team analyzed 186 SNe Ia [28] to test the CC [25] .
Returning back to the Lichnerowicz variables η, r we obtain the spectral decomposition of the wave function of an atom with the running mass
Where ε 
L (η, r) for any wave lengths of cosmic photons remembering the size of the atom at the moment of their emission.
The conformal observable distance r loses the factor a, in comparison with the nonconformal one R = ar. Therefore, in the case of CC, the redshift -coordinate-distance relation dη = dϕ ρ 0 (ϕ) corresponds to a different equation of state than in the case of SC [29] . The best fit to the data, including Type Ia supernovae [26, 27] , requires a cosmological constant Ω Λ = 0.7, Ω CDM = 0.3 in the case of the "scale-variant quantities" of standard cosmology. In the case of "conformal quantities" in CC, the Supernova data [26, 27] are consistent with the dominance of the stiff (rigid) state, Ω Rigid ≃ 0.85 ± 0.15, Ω Matter = 0.15 ± 0.15 [29, 23, 24] . If Ω Rigid = 1, we have the square root dependence of the scale factor on conformal time a(η) = 1 + 2H 0 (η − η 0 ). Just this time dependence of the scale factor on the measurable time (here -conformal one) is used for description of the primordial nucleosynthesis [24, 31] .
This stiff state is formed by a free scalar field when 
Test II: Cosmological creation of CMB and matter
These initial data ϕ I and H I are determined by the parameters of matter cosmologically created from the Bogoliubov vacuum at the beginning of a universe η ≃ 0. 
The Standard Model (SM) density T s in action (47) shows us that W-, Z-vector bosons have maximal probability of this cosmological creation due to their mass singularity [18] . One can introduce the notion of a particle in a universe if the Compton length of a particle defined by its inverse mass M 
as a conserved number of cosmic evolution compatible with the Supernova data [29, 26, 27] . We can see that this value is surprisingly close to the observed temperature of the CMB radiation T c = T CMB = 2.73 K.
The primordial mesons before their decays polarize the Dirac fermion vacuum (as the origin of axial anomaly [33, 34, 35, 36] ) and give the baryon asymmetry frozen by the CP -violation. The value of the baryon-antibaryon asymmetry of the universe following from this axial anomaly was estimated in paper [18] in terms of the coupling constant of the superweak-interaction
The boson life-times
determine the present-day visible baryon density
All these results (52) -(54) testify to that all visible matter can be a product of decays of primordial bosons, and the observational data on CMB radiation can reflect parameters of the primordial bosons, but not the matter at the time of recombination. In particular, the length of the semi-circle on the surface of the last emission of photons at the life-time of W-bosons in terms of the length of an emitter (i.e.
It is close to l min ∼ 210 of CMB radiation, whereas (△T/T) is proportional to the inverse number of emitters (α W ) 3 ∼ 10 −5 .
The temperature history of the expanding universe copied in the "conformal quantities" looks like the history of evolution of masses of elementary particles in the cold universe with the constant conformal temperature T c = a(η)T = 2.73 K of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation.
Equations of the vector bosons in SM are very close to the equations of the ΛCDM model with the inflationary scenario used for description of the CMB "power primordial spectrum".
Test III: The Newton potential and the Large-scale structure
The cosmological generalization of the static potential in terms of the Lichnerowicz variables is as follows
and is determined by the Eqs. (40), (42), and T ψ = 0, instead of the the infinite volume GR ones (17) and (29) .
The choice of the L-variables (55) and (56) determines ψ and N inv in the form of a sum
are the local currents, D (±) (x, y) are the Green functions satisfying the equations
wherem 2
, and β is given by the equation
.
In the case of point mass distribution in a finite volume V 0 with the zero pressure and the density
, solutions (58), (59) take the following form where 2 , r = |x − y|. These solutions have spatial oscillations and the nonzero shift of the coordinate origin that leads to the large scale distribution of the matter [9] .
In the infinite volume limit T (n) = 0, a = 1 solutions (63) and (64) coincide with the isotropic version of the Schwarzschild solutions:
However, the Black Hole generalization is forbidden by the energy constraint (40) N d ≥ 0.
In the contrast to standard cosmological perturbation theory [19, 20, 13 ] the diffeo-invariant version of the perturbation theory do not contain time derivatives that are responsible for the CMB "primordial power spectrum" in the inflationary model [13] . However, the diffeo-invariant version of the Dirac Hamiltonian approach to GR gives another possibility to explain the CMB radiation "spectrum" and other topical problems of cosmology by cosmological creation of the vector bosons considered above. The equations describing the longitudinal vector bosons in SM, in this case, are close to the equations that follow from the Lifshits perturbation theory and are used, in the inflationary model, for description of the "power primordial spectrum" of the CMB radiation.
The next differences are a nonzero shift vector and spatial oscillations of the scalar potentials determined bym 2 (−) (see Fig. 3 ). In the scale-invariant version of cosmology, [29] the SN data dominance of stiff state Ω Stiff ∼ 1 determines the parameter of spatial oscillationŝ
The redshifts in the recombination epoch z r ∼ 1100 and the clustering parameter [37] 
recently discovered in the researches of a large scale periodicity in redshift distribution [38, 39] lead to a reasonable value of the radiation-type density 10 −4 < Ω R ∼ 3 · 10 −3 < 5 · 10 −2 at the time of this epoch.
Geometrization of the Higgs particles in the unified theory
We listed a set of arguments in favor that the cosmological problems and CMB anisotropy can be explained in the framework of the canonical GR, if we accept the relative units and dilaton GR, for which the Hilbert action (2) formally coincides with the action the dilaton gravitation (DG) [23] S DG [w, g] 
whereĝ w = w 2 g and w is the dilaton scalar field. This action is invariant with respect to the scale transformations (27) . The scale invariant kinetic action of the Higgs field modulus can be written in the similar form (67)
So that the effective inverse Newton coupling constant takes the form of the sum of squares of two the scalar fields -dilaton and modulus of the Higgs field
After the transformation
we get the action of the dilaton GR and SM
The Higgs potential S Higgs
|Φ| √ 2
= w h sinh Q becomes an superfluous ornamentation, if the field Q begins from the initial data Q I v. The spontaneous symmetry breaking by the initial data is possible due to the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner type mechanism of the vacuum ordering [40] .
Discussion
The WMAP observations of the CMB anisotropy now is treated as distinguishing of one of relativistic inertial reference frames. The treatment of the velocity 390 km/c to the Leo as the parameters of the Lorentz transformations give some requirements to the fundamentals of the General Theory of Relativity.
The CMB frame is separated from the general coordinate transformations by the use of the Fock simplex components, where spatial determinant is separated.
The dependence of the energy -momentum tensor components on the determinant component is determined by the Lichnerowicz transformations of any field with the conformal weight (n) to the conformal-invariant (dilaton) version of GR (67), where the differential element of spatial volume coincides with the coordinate one and the absolute Newton coupling constant is converted into the presentday value of dilaton.
The CMB frame is invariant with respect to the kinemetric subgroup of the general coordinate transformations, that includes only the reparametrizations of the coordinate evolution parameter. These reparametrizations means the existence of the homogeneous time-like dynamics of a whole system of fields that can be treated as the global motion of the universe in the field space of events subgroup of diffeomorphisms of the CMB frame can be considered the foundation of the canonical version of the cosmological perturbation theory that keeps the the Hamiltonian dynamics with the energy constraint.
The energy constraint and the Hamiltonian reduction lead to the definite canonical rules of the Universe evolution in the field space of events including positive energy of events, the vacuum postulate, arrow of geometric time, potential perturbation, which are omitted by the standard Lifshits theory.
It is interesting to apply this canonical approach to describe the fluctuations of CMB temperature.
